The degree of data compression is generally expressed as a compression ratio defined as the uncompressed file size divided by the compressed file size. Although there is no consensus regarding acceptable degrees of image compression
IntroductIon
Whole-slide images (WSIs), representing entire digitized histopathological tissue sections, are very large image files, usually over 20 gigabytes (GB) in size without image compression. [1] Large-scale use of whole-slide imaging in a pathology department generates tens [2, 3] or hundreds [4, 5] of terabytes (1 terabyte = 1000 GB) of image data each year, not including storage redundancy or backup, which further increase the storage footprint. [6, 7] Owing to the high costs of storing WSIs, [8] digital archiving in a clinical setting may necessitate some form of image lifecycle management, such as deleting older WSIs from hard disks, or moving them to cheaper storage media, for example, magnetic tape. [2, 3, 6, 9] This, in turn, counteracts one of the main advantages of WSIs over glass slides, namely, ease of access. To save storage space WSIs are compressed, usually irreversibly using so-called lossy compression algorithms such as JPEG or its successor JPEG 2000. [7, 10] Lossy image compression is mathematically irreversible, meaning some image information is lost during the compression. Lossless image compression, on the other hand, is reversible, and no image information is lost in the process.
for pathology WSIs, [11, 12] JPEG is thought to allow 10:1-20:1 and JPEG 2000 30:1-50:1 data compression without loss of diagnostic information.
[10] JPEG compression is often defined by a nonstandard compression quality level, usually expressed as a value between 0 and 100, where the bigger the value, the better the resulting image quality is, and the less compression is applied. The compression ratio achieved with a given compression quality level depends on the image content and therefore the compression quality level is not directly proportional to compression ratio. Even when using image data compression, the costs of storing WSIs remain high in pathology laboratories using WSI in routine practice.
The JPEG 2000 image compression method has been designed to allow a highly customizable way of compressing image data by user-controlled parametrization. [13] The compression parameters of the JPEG 2000 algorithm (JP2) have so far not been fully optimized for digital pathology. [11] We have previously employed a fixed compression ratio to allow fast remote viewing of WSIs over the internet using JPIP (JPEG 200 interactive protocol). [13] Newer image server software is able to read and decompress JPEG 2000 files on the fly and send image tiles to the client through hypertext transfer protocol. This allows testing a wider set of compression parameters for producing maximal file size reduction while avoiding image compression artifacts. The present study demonstrates a novel image content sensitive strategy for pathology WSI-optimized JPEG 2000 compression, designated JP2-WSI. The new compression parametrization is compared to commercial WSI formats and the commonly used JPEG and constant compression ratio JPEG 2000 in terms of file sizes and visual image quality.
Procedure
The concept of whole slide image-optimized parametrization for JPEG 2000 image compression
The prevailing method of defining JPEG 2000 image compression is to choose a fixed compression ratio for the scanned microscope slides. [7] However, due to the highly variable amount of diagnostically irrelevant background on the slides [ Figure 1 ], fixed ratio compression has not turned out to produce optimal file size reduction for WSIs. When using fixed ratio compression, the more there is tissue in relation to empty slide area, the more details must be discarded to achieve the desired compression ratio. Thus, a fixed compression ratio will result in variable image quality on tissue-containing image areas. To avoid too low image quality on any WSIs, we have previously defined compression ratios of 25-30:1, [13] and subsequently 35:1, as suitable for JPEG 2000 compression of histopathological WSIs. When using standard JPEG compression, the image quality associated with level 80 compression out of 100 has been considered suitable for large-scale applications of WSI in pathology. [2, 3] Compression quality level is not a concept that is defined in the JPEG standard and as such is not unambiguous. In our experience, level 80 JPEG compression produces typically compression ratios of about 1:20 in pathology WSIs.
We defined JP2-WSI compression to match the image quality of hematoxylin and eosin stained tissue sections scanned and stored with JPEG level 80 compression, followed by maximal compression of the empty slide area (the background). For assessing the image quality of the tissue, we used peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) measurements [14] and visual inspection by two senior pathologists (TT and JI). In our validation data of seventeen routine histopathological slides, the mean PSNR values of JPEG level 80 and JP2-WSI compression were 33.4 dB and 35.8 dB (with lossless image used as reference). The corresponding mean value for fixed 35:1 ratio JPEG 2000 was 40.8 dB. In visual inspection by two senior pathologists, there was no significant loss of overall image quality associated with JP2-WSI compression compared to JPEG level 80 compression.
Aside from the variable compression ratio, the main codestream parameters for JP2-WSI were essentially the same as we have used before: Eight wavelet decomposition levels, no tiling, precinct size 256 × 256, code-block size 64 × 64, progression order resolution-position-component-layer, and one quality layer.
[13]
Comparison of JP2-WSI to standard JPEG and JPEG 2000 compression methods
For evaluating JP2-WSI, we digitized a set of seventeen histopathological slides selected from a university hospital pathology archive. These slides reflect the routine workload of a general pathologist. The slides included needle biopsies (n = 10) as well as surgical sections (n = 7) and were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (n = 15) and Giemsa (n = 2). Figure 1 presents an overview of the slide set. As an additional test of diagnostically challenging WSI image quality, we digitized a gastric biopsy slide to verify the image quality of JP2-WSI in visualizing Helicobacter pylori. The slides were digitized with whole slide scanners from four different vendors, including two-line scanners (Aperio and Hamamatsu) and two tile-based scanners (3DHISTECH and Jilab). The scanner setups were as follows The area included in the WSI was the smallest rectangle covering all individual tissue fragments on the slide. For the SlideStrider scans, the nonscanned empty slide areas required to fill in the WSI rectangle were copied automatically from a standard empty slide image tile.
All WSIs were scanned as 24-bit RGB color images. WSIs from the Aperio, Hamamatsu, and Pannoramic scanners were saved without compression and then compressed with JP2-WSI. The same scanned WSIs were also saved using the manufacturers' proprietary file formats and their default compression schemes. Aperio SVS format used JPEG tile compression with compression level set at 70/100. Both Hamamatsu NDPI format and Pannoramic MRXS format employed JPEG tile compression with quality level 80/100. The WSIs scanned with SlideStrider were first saved losslessly and then converted to either fixed 35:1 ratio JPEG 2000 or the developed JP2-WSI compression. The compression method of the SlideStrider software is based on the Kakadu software development kit library implementation of JPEG 2000 (version 7.5, Kakadu Software Inc., NewSouth Innovations Pty Limited, Sydney, Australia). [15] The four scanners all had different sampling resolutions, Aperio 0.5 µm/pixel, Hamamatsu 0.46 µm/pixel, Pannoramic 0.24 µm/pixel, and SlideStrider 0.16-0.31 µm/pixel. results Table 1 presents the pixel dimensions, the ratios of empty slide to tissue area, and the file sizes of the 17 slides digitized with the SlideStrider scanner at 0.31 µm/pixel. The uncompressed file sizes ranged from 2.6 to 30 GB. Lossless JPEG 2000 compression yielded compression ratios ranging from 3:1 to 56:1 and file sizes from 341 megabytes (MB) to 5.9 GB. The fixed ratio JPEG 2000 algorithm compressed all images to the 35:1 extent, except for two cases (slides 14 and 16), for which higher compression ratios were already achieved with the lossless algorithm. The file sizes ranged from 74 MB to 686 MB. The developed JP2-WSI compression produced overall compression ratios varying from 41:1 to 1487:1, and file sizes of 8 MB to 442 MB. As an average, using JP2-WSI, we obtained file sizes that were 33% of fixed-ratio lossy compressed JPEG 2000. Of the individual scanned histopathology test slides, JP2-WSI reduced file sizes most effectively in biopsy slides containing multiple small tissue fragments and abundant empty slide area (slides 14, 16, and 17 in our test set). The ratio of empty slide area to tissue-containing slide area showed an approximately linear relationship with the overall compression ratio achieved with JP2-WSI [ Figure 2 ]. Figure 3 , visually detectable differences can be seen only with zoom levels well over 100%, which represent purely digital magnification. The magnified screenshots come from WSIs with file sizes of 528 MB and 21 MB (JPEG 2000 35:1 and JP2-WSI, respectively) and 611 MB and 18 MB (JPEG 2000 35:1 and JP2-WSI, respectively). They were scanned using the SlideStrider whole-slide Figure 1 : A macroscopic view of the seventeen routine histopathological slides used in the study. The shaded rectangle on slide fourteen demonstrates the area that makes up the whole-slide image containing both tissue and empty slide area scanner with x10 objective lens and a charge-coupled device camera with 3.1 µm pixel size resulting in 0.31 µm/pixel scanning resolution. Figure 4 presents zoomed screenshots of Helicobacteria in a gastric biopsy scanned with resolutions of 0.31 µm/pixel and 0.16 µm/pixel (Plan-Apo ×10 and ×20 objective lenses, respectively). At 0.31 µm/pixel, there are subtle visible differences in the image quality. JP2-WSI eliminates random noise resulting in a smooth or blurry image appearance, whereas JPEG produces a grainier or noisier image. With the higher optical scanning resolution we were unable to detect diagnostic differences in image quality. Table 2 shows the file sizes resulting from digitizing the set of 17 slides with 3DHISTECH, Aperio and Hamamatsu scanners. For each scanner, three different file sizes are shown per slide: the raw uncompressed file size, the file size using the scanners default compression method, and the file size using JP2-WSI compression. The file sizes are not comparable between scanners because of different scan area dimensions and different scanning were smallest and had the highest overall compression ratios in every case. All of the compression methods produced the highest compression ratios for the biopsy slides 14-17. These slides had the highest ratios of empty slide to tissue area [ Figure 1 ]. Table 3 summarizes the mean file sizes and mean compression ratios of the slides digitized with 3DHISTECH, Aperio, and Hamamatsu scanners. JP2-WSI compressed file sizes were 15%, 9%, and 16% of the file sizes produced by 3DHISTECH, Aperio, and Hamamatsu default compression methods.
dIscussIon
Due to the costly hard disk storage of modern pathology WSIs, it is essential to optimize data compression for routine applications of digital pathology. Many commercial whole slide scanners still employ JPEG compression in their proprietary file formats, probably mainly due to its computational simplicity. Its successor, JPEG 2000, offers more powerful wavelet-based compression, and its random resolutions. The uncompressed file sizes ranged from 4.84 GB to 63.15 GB. 3DHISTECH default compression produced compression ratios of 10-158 while JP2-WSI compressed the same images with ratios of 66-2250. For Aperio, the compression ratios were 7-32 for default compression and 48-1289 for JP2-WSI. Hamamatsu default compression produced compression ratios of 10-42 with JP2-WSI producing compression ratios of 49-1342. JP2-WSI compression had the widest range of overall compression ratios, 66-2250, 48-1289 and 49-1342 for 3DHISTECH, Aperio, and Hamamatsu scanned images, respectively. JP2-WSI compressed images data access, among other features, makes it well suited for server-based remote WSI viewing. [10, 13] An optimal WSI data compression method should take into account the type of the images to be stored. [16] In the case of pathology slides, this means taking advantage of the abundant empty space on the slide. With this in mind, we designed our novel WSI-optimized JPEG 2000 parametrization, JP2-WSI, which compresses the empty slide area very heavily but retains image quality on the tissue-containing parts of the image. This not only minimizes the effect of empty slide area on WSI file size but also adjusts the overall compression ratio to the amount of image detail meaning that the image quality rather than overall compression ratio is kept constant. A standard practice in histopathology is to distribute several serial sections of small biopsies on the slide. This leads inevitably to biopsy-WSIs containing larger empty slide areas than WSIs of surgical specimens which have been scanned with tight margins. JP2-WSI was designed to handle both WSI types but was found particularly effective in reducing the file size of biopsy-WSIs.
When designing a novel compression method for WSIs, it was self-evident that the image quality may not be compromised. We designed JP2-WSI to keep the inevitable information loss associated with all lossy image compression algorithms essentially the same as that obtained with JPEG level 80 compression, which has been considered a satisfactory image quality in histopathological WSIs. [2, 3] Using this definition, JP2-WSI yielded file sizes that were <20% of those obtained by proprietary JPEG 80 compression, and only 33% of conventional fixed-ratio JPEG 2000 compression. This permits significant cost savings in the routine use of WSI, where tens or even hundreds of terabytes of image data are generated each year. [2] [3] [4] [5] 
conclusIon
We developed a novel parametrization of JPEG 2000 image compression designed for histopathological WSIs. The main advantage of JP2-WSI is its sensitivity to image content. Our optimized JP2-WSI conforms to the JPEG 2000 image coding standard maintaining its open, nonproprietary nature. JPEG2000 encoding is an allowed image compression method in the DICOM standard, and it is also allowed for the WSI storage class. A commercial picture archiving and communications system has recently implemented JPEG 2000 encoded WSI storage class in full workflow (Neagen, Oulu, Finland). This demonstrates that JPEG 2000 encoding is applicable also in the DICOM context. A large-scale clinical study is underway to confirm the diagnostic accuracy of JP2-WSI-compressed WSIs compared to conventional glass slides and optical microscopes.
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